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With IronCAD’s Design Collaboration Suite, engineers 
communicate more freely. Dual ACIS and Parasolid kernels allow 
precise, error-free import and export of native SAT and X_T �les 
as well as common �le formats like IGES, CATIA V4, and STEP. 
Add the low-cost TRANS bundle and even access native formats 
geometry and graphcial representations such as CATIA V5/V6, 
Pro/E (Creo), UG/NX, SolidWorks, SolidEdge, JT, and Inventor.

Explore additional capabilities on Imported geometry to meet 
design requirements. Polygonal formats can be converted to 
solid with planar and curved surface �tting and then modi�ed as 
any other solid data on-demand. Automatic feature recognition 
can identify and create features on imported data. Supported 
feature types include blends, face-based IntelliShapes, extrude 
IntelliShapes with pro�le reconstruction and draft recognition.

Use IronCAD’s Design Collaboration Suite to facilitate an open 
exchange of ideas and re�ne projects. Share work between 
designers in the o�ce or customers in the �eld regardless of 
what CAD program they use. Take advantage in both IRONCAD 
and INOVATE to edit almost any imported �les without recreating 
geometry by using direct face modeling or adding new intelligent 
3D parts from standard component catalogs – a perfect �t for 
suppliers who work around other engineer’s designs. IronCAD’s 
Design Collaboration Suite has the most complete set of data 
translators to allow both faceted and solid geometry to 
interchange with all leading systems.

Translation to Downstream Apps
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IRONCAD INOVATE DRAFT COMPOSE
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Native CAD Translators that run alongside IronCAD 
solutions. Implementing these TRANS products to 
your software allows you to never ask for a neutral �le 
format again. Refer to "Investment Costs" for pricing.

IronCAD prides itself in offering the most comprehensive 
list of 2D and 3D CAD �le formats for sharing your data 
with your extended team, vendors, and customers

* Pro/E �les Version 18 or older do not require the TRANS add-on.
Included with software Requires the "TRANS" add-on



Magnacad is a major supplier of the most innovative and mission critical 
software for design professionals and enterprises nationwide. We have 
been involved in the industry over thirty years and have seen a need to 
provide services and solutions that are a dramatic change to the way 
organizations maintain their design and engineering infrastructure.

www.magnacad.com

Magnacad, LLC
169 Commack Road, #160
Commack, NY  11725

(631) 974.0677
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